
HOW ABOUT LIVING AT EASE!? 
Natural and safe birth control with the intelligent cycle computers 
LADY-COMP® /pearly®

To eff ectively plan or avoid pregnancy. No hormones, no foreign bodies, 
no side-eff ects. As safe, comfortable and natural as no other family planning method.



THE ULTIMATE FREEDOM
What makes natural cycle control so irresistible

Today, most women wish to live as self-determined as possible. This also includes 
the way they see their body. They are no longer willing to accept the risks of hor-
monal or mechanical contraception. And they don’t have to! LADY-COMP®/pearly® 
is here to help. These cycle computers do not interfere with the natural female 
cycle; instead they virtually get acquainted with it. As your personal “fertility coach”, 
they are a reliable companion and help you eff ectively avoid or plan pregnancy on
the dot. You will learn to authentically feel and understand your own body. No 
matter how old you are, what contraceptives you used to use, and how your cycle 
works: With LADY-COMP®/pearly® you will be on the safe side and come into your 
own. This is what a carefree life really means.

Our product range is 
tailored to diff erent user 
profi les. But they all 
share the same standard 
of excellency. They are 
produced entirely in 
Germany and come with 
a 2-year warranty. 
Available at your local 
pharmacy or online via 
www.lady-comp.de.

THE 
LADY-COMP® 
ALLSTARS
Your cycle computer 
for all walks of life.

pearly®

The “mini”

pearly® is our most handy and inexpensive tool. It has been made for women 
who wish to concentrate on what really counts and appreciate a clear arran-
gement of functions*. pearly® is particularly easy to use and comes with the 
following functions:

• Alarm
•  Measurement value and 

cycle day
•  Daily fertility indicator 

(fertile/infertile)
•  Ovulation forecast

•  90-day fertility review
•  6-day fertility preview
•  Possible pregnancy indication 

after 15 days
•  Pregnancy confirmation after 

only 18 days

Here’s all you 
need to know 

about natural 
cycle control 

www.lady-comp.de



LADY-COMP®

Our best-seller

LADY-COMP® is the starlet of our product range. It comes with concentrated knowledge under the bonnet. It is 
our recommendation for women who wish to have all they need to know about their cycle comfortably arranged 
on the screen, for controlling conception the natural way. This is ensured by the following functions:

•  Alarm
•  Measurement value and cycle day
•  Daily fertility indicator (fertile/infertile)
•  Ovulation forecast
•  Fertility review for 180 days
•  Fertility preview for 6 days
•  Fertility curve for the past months
•  Six-month menstruation prognosis
•  Average cycle length
•  Temperature increase / 

high-temperature phase

•  Average length of high-temperature phase
•  Ovulation spread in days
•  Number of mono-phase cycles
•  Personal inputs
•  BMI (Body Mass Index)
•  Possible pregnancy indication after 15 days
•  Pregnancy confirmation after only 18 days
•  Data transfer via USB cable
•  Optional upgrade to LADY-COMP® baby

LADY-COMP® basic
For an easy start

LADY-COMP® basic is the slim version of our LADY-COMP® model. It allows for an easy and inexpensive start 
into natural cycle control and to upgrade the device with other functions, if needed. LADY-COMP® basic off ers:

•  Alarm
•  Measurement value and cycle day
•  Daily fertility indicator (fertile/infertile)
•  Ovulation forecast
•  Fertility review for 120 days
•  Fertility preview for 6 days

•  BMI (Body Mass Index)
•  Possible pregnancy indication after 15 days
•  Pregnancy confirmation after only 18 days
•  Data transfer via USB cable
•  Optional upgrade to LADY-COMP® or 

LADY-COMP® baby



LADY-COMP® baby
The family planning wonder

LADY-COMP® baby off ers you the big picture: It allows you to either plan pregnancy on the dot or to avoid it the 
natural way – especially if you have an irregular cycle or diffi  culties in becoming pregnant. It is recommended for 
women who prefer to monitor their cycle all their life with just one device, in a safe, hormone-free, and self-deter-
mined manner. To do this, LADY-COMP® baby off ers extensive data analysis and planning options.

•  Alarm
•  Measurement value and cycle day
•  Daily fertility indicator (fertile/infertile)
•  Ovulation forecast
•  Fertility review for 360 days
•  Fertility preview for 6 days
•  Fertility curve for the past months
•  6-month menstruation prognosis
•  Average cycle length
•  Temperature increase / high-temperature phase
•  Average length of high-temperature phase
•  Ovulation spread in days

•  Number of mono-phase cycles
•  CLI (corpus luteum insufficiency)
•  Planning hits for 20 cycles
•  Personal inputs
•  BMI (Body Mass Index)
•  Documentation of intercourse
•  Gender prognosis
•  Prevention indication after 4-5 days
•  Possible pregnancy indication after 15 days
•  Pregnancy confirmation after only 18 days
•  Conception date and birth date
•  Data transfer via USB cable

THE SOLUTION TO YOUR PROBLEM.
Measure your basal temperature and be free!

Women can conceive on a maximum of fi ve days before and on the day of ovulation. In this phase, their body temperature 
increases considerably. Therefore, to eff ectively avoid or plan pregnancy, simply let your LADY-COMP® / pearly® analyse your 
body temperature. Here’s all you need to do:

Let your cycle computer wake you up in the morning, put the sensor under your tongue and wait for about 60 seconds until 
you hear the “done” signal. Your cycle computer will do the rest. It will automatically store your temperature and immediately 
indicate your fertility status. So, if your LADY-COMP®/ pearly® gives you a red light, you should use an additional barrier 
method – as long as you don’t want to become pregnant. No extraneous methods will be needed on all other days.

Even better: LADY-COMP®/pearly® guarantees a Pearl Index of 0.7 and is thus just as safe as most other hormonal contra-
ceptives on green days. In addition, you will receive an abundance of valuable information about your cycle. The wake-up 
temperature clearly tells you whether you are currently fertile or not.

These statistics refer to the fact that a women can only become pregnant on 6 days a month rather than to the display 
behaviour of the device.

DISPLAY LADY-COMP®/pearly®
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VE Valley Electronics GmbH 
Breite 2 
82418 Murnau
GERMANY

Tel: +49 8841 489280
Fax: +49 8841 4892824
info@lady-comp.de
www.lady-comp.de
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No hormones
No side-effects
No additional costs
99.3% safety from day 1 (Pearl Index 0.7)
No insertion of foreign bodies or need 
to take medicine 
Only approx. 60 seconds to measure per day

Comfortable measurement under the tongue
Most recommended, most frequently bought 
cycle computer
Tried and tested and continuously developed 
over 30 years
Supports self-determined health prevention & 
provides you with important knowledge about 
your body
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LESS IS MORE.
10 pros for natural cycle control with LADY-COMP®/pearly®


